
Supremacy 1181 

Chapter 1181 Condesend Elemental Energy And Lts Benefits! 

At midnight, Felix and his companions went to the plaza to join the welcoming village party. 

It was a lively and boisterous event, full of merriment and revelry. The air was filled with laughter, 

clinking glasses, and the twang of lutes and other musical instruments. Torches and lanterns lit up the 

cobblestone streets, casting flickering shadows on the buildings and the faces of the merrymakers. 

In the plaza's center, a grand feast was laid out on long tables, surrounded by benches for the guests 

and villagers to sit on. 

The villagers dressed in their finest attire, their clothing a colorful tapestry of greens, blues, and golds, 

gathered around the tables to enjoy the food and drink bestowed upon them by their guests. 

Although the villagers knew that Felix and his companions had their own food stored, they still kept 

offering them their own shares throughout the feast. 

Olivia and Selphie ended up crumbling to the villagers' persistence and ate with them. 

While Bodidi was shameless enough to keep filling his stomach with anything his antennas had locked 

on, forcing Felix to smack him in the head to discipline him. 

While the villagers were eating their food, Felix couldn't help but feel a bit weirded out as the sight was 

quite bizarre. 

Whether the villagers were in their ghosts or actual form, they keep eating the food just like anyone 

else...Chewing it and then swallowing it, making it disappear into the ether instantly. 

'I don't get it, why don't they just taste the food instead of eating whole?' Asna tilted her head in 

confusion at the sight as well. 

She felt that the food would be kept for a long time if they simply enjoyed the taste instead of actually 

eating it.  

It might not seem obvious, but she understood that the moment the food was swallowed, they literally 

use their consciousness prowess to erase it from existence...Willingly! 

This just seemed like a waste for a resource that was extremely treasured in their eyes. 

'Indeed, the smartest decision is to taste the food and keep it intact, but those Elementals understood 

that the joy of food isn't just the taste but the whole process.' Lady Sphinx answered her, 'In their eyes, 

it's meaningless to imitate the tasting puds and leave the rest. Plus, this way makes them treasure the 

taste of the food much more, which is their original purpose.' 

'You're right.' 

'The only desire that brings them happiness was food and they knew that if they have too much of it on 

daily basis, it would lose all meaning.' 

Felix and Asna nodded in understanding at her explanation. 
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They knew that the Elementals didn't seek the alliance's food for anything but its divine taste and it 

would be almost criminal to ruin it with too much quantity. 

So, even though most of them complain about the lack of the alliance's food, none of them dared to be 

stingy when it came to eating it to give themselves the best possible pleasure. 

Otherwise, they would be truly living a dull life if they ruined the only thing that brought them a true 

sense of joy in their eternal lives... 

.... 

At Dawn, Noah and Fenrir excused themselves from the party and embarked on their journey towards 

the North Pole. 

Felix and the rest continued to enjoy the villagers' hospitality until the party concluded with a morning 

breakfast. 

The villagers returned to their duties without an ounce of tiredness while Felix and the rest went back to 

their cottages for a short power nap. 

As for Lady Sphinx? She left everyone behind and embarked on her own exploration journey, hoping to 

find new stuff to experiment on. 

After Felix and the rest woke up from their nap, they went deep into the woods outside of the village, 

heading towards a personal training ground created by Chief Cloveris. 

"Chief really listened to us and went all out." Felix showed a look filled with gratitude at the sight of 

their training ground. 

It resembled a peculiar dimensional pocket inside a thick forest as it was a vast empty space of grass 

field that was surrounded by trees in a circular shape. 

Inside this grass field, there was a big wooden cottage with a chimney in it and a front board that had 

'Potion Cocoction Lab' written on it. 

Naturally, Felix needed his own lab to continue his potion-making practice since the UVR wasn't an 

option anymore. 

On the other side of the grass field, there was a giant mound with a dark cave at the bottom. 

Felix could see with his unique vision that the cave was leading to an underground training area. This 

was extremely helpful for Selphie's earth-runic spells.  

This wasn't all as there was also a specific area to boost wind elemental energy and also nature 

elemental energy. 

"You girls really have gotten the best training ground in the universe." 

Felix chuckled, knowing that with the thickness of elemental energies and the time difference, not a 

single alliance's training ground would match this one. 



"This isn't all. If you guys require my assistance to boost the elemental energies even more, feel free to 

call me." 

Chief Cloveris' deep stern voice rustled through the trees and was carried by the wind from every 

direction, resembling the forest talking to them. 

"Are you talking about channeling the elemental energy through us?" Felix inquired, remembering what 

Miss Monaka had said previously. 

"Exactly." 

"May I ask how that works?" 

"How about I show you instead." Chief Cloveris requested the girls, "Little ones, please sit on the 

ground." 

Selphie and Olivia did as they were told with intrigued looks. 

Whoosh Whoosh! 

Out of nowhere, a light green aura began to manifest in the air and spin around them akin to a visible 

breeze! 

The more it span around them, the darker its color had gotten, making it seem like it was changing its 

form from a gas to a liquid state. 

"This is nature's elemental energy!" Olivia exclaimed with a shocked look as she reached out with her 

finger to touch the circling green breeze. 

The moment her finger made contact, her entire body began glowing like it was being recharged. Olivia 

was forced to close her eyes and take deep breaths as she was feeling absolute euphoria like all of her 

cells were being massaged simultaneously. 

Whoosh! 

Just as Selphie wanted to do the same, the breeze stopped circling around them and began going 

through them before emerging on the other side and repeating the process over and over again. 

Thud Thud!! 

Both girls ended up falling face flat on the ground with wide smiles and a bit of sexual look that would 

make anyone misunderstand the situation. 

"How do you feel?" Felix inquired with a curious tone. 

"Like a feather being carried by the wind..." Selphie mumbled with a hazy look, seeming like she was 

trying her best to keep herself from moaning in pleasure. 

"Is it that good?" Bodidi wondered out loud as he reached out with his left antenna at the green breeze. 

Unfortunately, even though the green breeze went through it, he felt absolutely nothing. 



"This is condensed nature elemental energy and only those with its affinity can feel and absorb it." Chief 

Cloveris shared, "Looks like you girls haven't really absorbed such a pure natural elemental energy 

before. Your body isn't adjusted to it yet, so you will be acting like this for a couple of years when 

exposed to it." 

"Bring it on..." Olivia murmured with a happy expression, "I feel like I can't live without it anymore." 

'Doesn't this remind you of something?' Asna chuckled. 

'It was my first guess the moment I saw their reaction.' Felix's eyelids twitched after recalling how he 

was behaving when Asna kept feeding him with purified elemental energy to increase his affinities in the 

old days. 

It was the best euphoric feeling in the entire world...Unfortunately, he ended up getting used to it with 

continuous exposure. Now, absorbing purified elemental energy or not was the same. 

'I guess this would have pushed their nature affinity if it wasn't already at 100%.' Felix remarked. 

 

'I believe it will push it much higher.' Lady Sphinx suggested, 'This process is more or less like cleansing 

the body and making it more attuned with the element. So, if they kept being exposed to this condensed 

nature energy, it will most definitely help them connect with the nature particles much faster.' 

'For real?!' 

Felix's eyes brightened up a bit, knowing that if it had this much effect on runic spellcasting, his 

elemental manipulations would greatly benefit from it! 

After all, elemental manipulations depended heavily on affinities and if Felix managed to boost it 

immensely, he would easily be able to increase his manipulation ranges by insane jumps! 

It was like a cheat way to finally fix his garbage talent when it came to his elemental affinities! 

'Sh*t, it looks like I really need to befriend the other chiefs to make them help me with this.' Felix 

narrowed his eyes dangerously, 'I can't miss out on such a god-sent gift even if it meant getting my 

hands dirty!' 

Chapter 1182 Neverending Conflict Of True Lmmortals! 

Felix planned on spending the next centuries in the Emerland Glen Village to train his spatial spells but at 

the same time gain more knowledge about the other villages and cities around the world for the sake of 

finding a way to avoid the wars. 

But now? He knew that those chiefs might give him a training ground without helping them in their 

conflicts but they would never channel the elemental energies through him. 

It was a personal process and obviously, only their friends could enjoy it. 

'Looks like I need to find out everything there is to know about the desert tribes, swamp tribes, thunder 

tribes, water tribes, and even the gemstone tribes to befriend them.' Felix thought. 
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'I doubt you need to try hard with the gemstone tribes.' Carbuncle said casually, 'You are an inheritor of 

the Root Gemstone. I have already told you that it allows you to control all gemstones whether alive or 

dead.' 

'I doubt he can control the gemstone tribe chiefs.' Elder Kraken interjected, 'You can easily do so but his 

consciousness prowess isn't as great as those chiefs...So, they will be able to resist his control.' 

'Hmmm, you're right, I haven't thought about the consciousness difference. Forget what I said, kid.' 

Carbuncle waved his hand and returned to smoking pongs in silence. 

Felix's eyelids twitched as Carbuncle raised his hopes just to have them crushed in less than a second. 

'Maybe you can't control those chiefs, but they might feel more inclined to befriend you because of your 

Root Gemstone.' Asna mentioned. 

'Maybe, the only way to find out is by visiting them.' Felix dropped this subject as he had no time for 

empty speculations. 

He glanced at Selphie and Olivia, who seemed asleep peacefully on the ground, and asked with a solemn 

tone, "Chief, is it possible to learn more about the world's structure?' 

Since this planet was packed with conflicts, Felix was certain that there must be some sort of hierarchy 

in place when it came to the tribes' prowess. 

"Sure, follow me. It might take a while." 

Chief Cloveris manifested as a humanoid man made out of grass blades in front of Felix...Then, he 

walked towards the concoction lab while followed by Felix, leaving Bodidi and the girls behind. 

After they sat down on a small wooden cafe table, Chief Cloveris took a deep breath and looked directly 

into Felix's eyes. 

"Kid, since your masters have left you here, I feel like your safety is my responsibility. So, whatever you 

hear about my world, I wish that you stay away from any conflict." Chief Cloveris stressed, "It's for your 

own safety." 

"I appreciate you looking out for me, but I am afraid that's not an option anymore." Felix replied with a 

flat tone, "I didn't come here to make friends or live in peace. I came here to get strong enough to 

bridge the gap between me and my enemies. I will do anything to make it happen even if it means 

getting nose-deep in any conflict before me." 

It would have been greatly appreciated if Felix could simply get anything that he wanted from this planet 

without much trouble...But, life didn't work that way. 

If getting the strength he desired meant getting involved in such conflicts, then he was left with no other 

option but to accept his fate. 

After all, his enemies were three primogenitors and the only way to bridge the chasm between them 

was by taking advantage of every little opportunity before him. 

"As you wish." 



Chief Cloveris nodded slightly in approval at Felix's conviction and began explaining to him the invisible 

hierarchy of his world. 

"We might seem free as Elementals, but there is always someone above us capable of dictating and 

controlling our lives as he desires...It is for a good reason." 

"Take my forest as an example. As the forest's consciousness, I am in control over every Elemental 

awakening in my body. Whether it is a tree, a rock, a pebble, a mushroom, a flower, or what else. I have 

absolute control over them, which means I can kill them and just as easily revive them since they are 

part of my consciousness in reality." 

"Even revive?!" Felix was quite stunned by this. 

He always wondered about this particular situation of Elementals awakening their consciousness while 

already being part of a larger body that awakened his consciousness. 

Now, it was clear that they were somewhat considered as part of a larger consciousness! 

This entailed that they really never die but just return to being part of the main consciousness and he 

will decide whether to revive them or not. 

Honestly, it was quite freaky since it implied that a sunflower could awaken her own consciousness but 

in reality, she was still controlled by the sunflower field's consciousness, who was controlled by the 

forest! 

"Just like I am considered as the main consciousness of everyone living in my forest, I am also merely a 

part of King Valthor's consciousness." 

"Who is that?"  

"It's this continent's consciousness, who have absolute control over every consciousness awakened on 

his land." Chief Cloveris continued, "In our world, there are ten kings and seven Queens. All of them are 

at the top of the food chain with authority over everyone but the cosmic elders." 

"Cosmic elders?" Felix inquired, "Are you referring to Elder Strauvis and the moons?" 

"No, just the moons." Chief Cloveris explained, "Elder Strauvis is considered the supreme Elder and he is 

above the cosmic elders and the rest in terms of authority since all of us are mere parts of his main 

consciousness." 

"This is really complex but at the same extremely straightforward." Felix rubbed his eyelids, "Based on 

your own words, chiefs can be considered at the bottom of the hierarchy only above the myriad of 

Elementals born in their lands." 

"Yet, those chiefs can be considered as almost having consciousness prowess equal to primogenitors? 

What about the others?" Felix smiled wryly, "This is just too scary, to be honest." 

"Scary? You have yet to see anything." Chief Cloveris chuckled, "Our entire solar system is being 

controlled by the Astral Goddess Follower, Eledor, our sun and source of light. Our supreme Elder's 

consciousness is merely part of hers just like the rest of the planets in our solar system." 



Before Felix could take a deep cold breath, Chief Cloveris continued on, "Even our Sun Eledor is nothing 

but a mere follower of the Astral Goddess Lunaraura. She is the main consciousness of all the stars in 

our galaxy." 

"Just like her, there are many other Elemental gods and goddesses with various ranks among them 

depending on the size of their main consciousness and the number of followers."  

"Even those gods and goddesses, who are greatly respected and revered, are merely parts of one 

singular main consciousness." Chief Cloveris asked Felix calmly, "Can you guess it?" 

"Foremother Siaseme..." Felix said the words with great difficulty as he felt like he wasn't worthy 

enough to utter her name. 

Before, he felt like Foremother Siaseme was somewhat at the same level as the primogenitors since he 

never really met anyone stronger than them besides the Unigins. 

But now? He started to realize that Foremother Siaseme was a different monster who shouldn't even be 

put at the same level as primogenitors!! 

This was the reason why Foremother Siaseme never had an ounce of fear at the primogenitors when 

they ganged up to invade her body...In her eyes, they were nothing but mere mortals similar to the rest 

of races! 

It wasn't really surprising as she had absolute control over all laws and elements in her celestial body 

compared to the primogenitors...In addition, she lived far, far longer than any of them. 

"I didn't tell you about this to scare you or glorify our foremother." Chief Cloveris tightened his hand on 

Felix's shoulder and uttered with a solemn tone, "I shared all of this to make you understand one crucial 

and important fact." 

"Whether it's an Elemental flower, a tribal chief, or a celestial black hole, we don't die, and we will never 

die as long as Foremother Siameme is alive. But.." 

"But I can." 

Felix continued the rest of his sentence with a deep breath and a somewhat wavering look. 

"That's right." Chief Cloveris eyed him calmly, "So, are you still interested in joining our never-ending 

conflicts between true immortals?" 

Chapter 1183 Lord Heatiaz And The Scorchlanders Tribe! 

Felix would be lying if he said that he wasn't a bit hesitant. 

Who could blame him? It was one thing to join a conflict that could be ended and another that would 

last for eternity. 

The worst part, he was the only one risking his life while the rest of the Elementals would easily be 

revived no matter how many times he slew them. 
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'It's not as easy as it seems.' Elder Kraken mentioned, 'They might be able to be revived, but it doesn't 

happen instantaneously. The bigger the consciousness, the more time it takes for it to be revived. Ask 

him, he will tell you the same.' 

Felix asked Chief Cloveris about this and to his surprise, he agreed with Elder Kraken's statement. 

"May I ask how long it takes on average?" Felix inquired. 

"It's a couple of years for the little Elementals. As for the Chiefs? It might take them a couple of 

millennials or more." 

"I see."  

His response had gotten rid of Felix's hesitation immediately as he realized that the conflicts might be 

neverending, but the battle's results mattered in the short term! 

This would help him show his support and at the same time train peacefully instead of continuously 

fighting. 

"Can I know about the tribal structure and the current ongoing conflicts related to my elements?" Felix 

asked with a solemn tone, making Chief Cloveris understand that he had made up his mind to get 

himself involved. 

So, he didn't bother to change his mind again and gave him what he asked for. 

"On King Valthor's overreaching landmass, there are more than fifty tribes as large as mine. Those tribes 

are split between peaceful and conflict-bound." 

"My tribe is considered peaceful since we are on the far northern side of the continent, bordering the 

third ocean and an empty landmass and multiple lakes." 

"Since I am disinterested in expansion and the lakes' Elementals are the same, we do not have any 

issues with each other." 

"Almost all the tribes near the edges of the continent are as peaceful as us. However, the same doesn't 

apply to the tribes near the middle." 

"Why?" Felix frowned. 

"It's because of nonother than the Volcanic Lord Heatiaz and his ever-expanding tribe, The 

Scorchlanders." Chief Cloveris sighed. 

"Don't tell me this tribe is expanding in all directions from the center of the continent?" Felix raised an 

eyebrow in surprise. 

"It is and also winning at it." 

"Seriously? They are that strong?" 

Felix was shocked as he believed that shouldn't really be possible since the chiefs could easily gang up 

on the invader and stop his advances. 



"Lord Heatiaz is considered the strongest chief in the entire world, making him earn the title Lord unlike 

us." Chief Cloveris shared, "He earned this title after he led his tribe to conquer more than ten tribes 

around his territory. Because he is commanding magma, lava, fire, and earth elements with his tribe 

people, they have the greatest destructive power as Elementals." 

"Forest, lakes, deserts, mountains, swamps, or river tribes, nothing can stop their destructive 

advancement in terms of elements." Chief Cloveris smiled wryly, "As for using our consciousness 

prowess? His expansion helped him triple the size of his territory, which increased his consciousness 

prowess immensely, making it impossible for any tribe chief to stand against him alone or with allies." 

'No wonder there were active volcanic chains and lava rivers spanning for thousands of kilometers in the 

middle of the continent.' Asna commentated after recalling what Felix saw from space when he glanced 

at their continent. 

It was quite a sight to behold as it resembled hell on land...Yet, none of them thought much about it at 

that time. 

"I don't understand, if he kept conquering territories and destroying tribes, what happens to them?" 

Felix knitted his eyebrows. 

He was just told that everyone was capable of being revived...But, how would an Elemental be revived if 

his entire territory was already devoured and had its environment completely terraformed? 

"Naturally, they are gone until the day their environment gets established again." Chief Cloveris 

answered him, "Without it, they can't be revived...That's why the tribes try their very best to protect 

their chiefs since he was the only one who must not die." 

"But, you shouldn't really think too much about this since each tribe has a vast territory and it's 

impossible for Lord Heatiaz to expand his territory at a rapid pace. This meant most tribes end up falling 

after thousands of years if not more." 

Felix understood that he was talking about the terraform aspect of the war...In other words, no matter 

how strong Lord Heatiaz was, his prowess could be only exerted on his environment. 

It wasn't easy in the slightest to create new volcanos, lava rivers, and an entire natural volcanic system. 

Since he was expanding in all directions, it was more or less a slow crawl, which helped the endangered 

tribes use everything they had to block his terraforming attempts and his tribes' invasion. 

"Unfortunately for you kid, the Desert Tribe Chief Xandor and Swamp Tribe Chief Drogath are currently 

fending off The Scorchlanders' invasion attempts...If you want their assistance, you are bound to lock 

horns with The Scorchlanders." Chief Cloveris said. 

"Sh*t!" 

Felix already had a feeling that some of his needed tribes must be in direct conflict with Lord Heatiaz 

and his unstoppable aggression. 

'I don't think it's so bad.' Asna mentioned lazily, 'No one is expecting you to defeat Lord Heatiaz or his 

tribe...As long as you offer good contributions to the wars, you will befriend them and get what you 

want. Whether they win or lose isn't really your problem.' 



While Asna's take was a bit cold-blooded and shameless, it did make a lot of sense. 

This was a new world where horrific monsters almost as powerful as primogenitors were in 

abundance...Felix would be foolish to commit completely to helping those tribes win. 

So, it was best to put himself in the best possible image and dip after he get what he wanted regardless 

of how bad it sounded. 

'You're right.' 

The old Felix would have absolutely rejected Asna's suggestion since it was an immoral act to take 

advantage of someone who put faith in you, but this was the new Felix. 

The new Felix had only two goals in his mind...Slaying The Darkin faction and reviving his people...He had 

no time to wholly invest in other people's problems. 

"How about lightning and gemstone tribes?"  

"Well, Thunder Tribe Chief Zolthan isn't really in a conflict. I believe he will reject your visitation simply 

because he is an asshole." Chief Cloveris stated, "Even if he accepted you by gifting his tribe food, he will 

most definitely ignore your existence." 

"On the other hand, Mountaincrushers Tribe are secluded Elementals and rarely interact with other 

Elementals. I believe it will be difficult for you to get their approval even through food." 

"I understand..." 

Felix rubbed his eyelids with a weary expression already feeling exhausted at the thought of dealing with 

each tribe and their chief personally. 

But, if he wanted the best training possible, he had to get their friendship one way or another. 

"Thank you so much for your time and information." Felix stood up and bowed his head in gratitude 

towards Chief Cloveris, "I don't want to hold you anymore." 

"Don't mention it." 

Chief Cloveris patted him on the shoulder and broke into a pile of grass on the chair before the wind 

came along and carried them back to the field. 

"So, what are you going to do now?" Asna inquired. 

"I will stick to my original plan." Felix answered with a solemn tone, "I will spend as much time as 

possible here while gathering more information about those four tribes and Lord Heatiaz's tribe." 

"Which tribe will you visit first?" 

"I will start with the easiest of them all." Felix replied, "I will visit the oceanic tribes in the third ocean 

since I will be recommended by Chief Cloveris. If I managed to get close to one of the oceanic chiefs, my 

water elemental manipulation would easily catch up with the rest and even surpass them in no time." 

"With better water manipulation, it will be much easier to handle the Scorchlanders tribe."  



Felix was already told that Elder Strauvis never interfered in those conflicts unless there was just too 

much destruction. 

This made him understand that his nuclear abilities and weapons were banned and if he dared to use 

them, Elder Strauvis would make him regret it. 

To avoid ruffling the wrong feathers, Felix would rather be on the safe side and use less mass destructive 

abilities. 

"Felix, come on out...It's time to train!" 

Abruptly, Olivia's cute voice resounded from the window far away. 

Felix glanced at the window for a few moments before uttering under his breath, "Asshole, conflicts, or 

secluded. Regardless of the situation, I am not leaving this world without boosting my elemental 

manipulation range to a hundred thousand kilometers for each element." 

"I will make sure of it!" 

With one last statement filled with unwavering determination, Felix exited the lab and gathered with his 

companions to finally start his ironman training! 

Chapter 1184 Exposed By Elder Strauvis. 

While Felix was learning a new lesser spatial spell with Selphie and Olivia, he had no clue that the news 

of his party's arrival and food bestowal had already traveled across the entire globe. 

This caused multiple different emotions to arise in almost all the tribes after they heard of the food's 

quantity given. 

Some were regretful for not fighting harder to host them and some outright expressed their desire for 

their food. 

"If I knew they will be able to smuggle this much, I would have made them stay on my territory." Lord 

Heatiaz expressed with an irked tone as he sat on a throne made out of boiling magma. 

Unlike Chief Cloveris or Chieftess Sunflower, his humanoid form was truly fearsome and harrowing as he 

was standing over seven meters tall with a muscular build. 

His body was comprised of molten rock and ash, with tendrils of blazing magma constantly pouring off 

his form. 

His skin was rough and jagged, like a field of cooled lava, with bursts of flame occasionally bursting forth 

from his pores. 

Lord Heatiaz's face was inhuman and demonic, with a wide, gaping maw filled with razor-sharp black 

teeth. 

His eyes burned with an inner fire, and they seemed to glow with an intense, malevolent intelligence. 

"Father...It's doubtful if they would have agreed to stay on our land compared to the breezy and 

peaceful Northern Forest." Zytoss smiled wryly as he looked around him. 
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He didn't need to add more to prove his point as the hellish appearance of the throne chamber backed 

him up. 

It might be breathtaking and beautiful in the eyes of the Volcanic folk but in the eyes of outsiders? It was 

just as intimidating as Lord Heatiaze. 

The walls were sculpted from flowing rivers of molten rock, with veins of blazing red and orange running 

through them. 

The heat in the room was insanely intense, making the air thick and hard to breathe, and the light from 

the magma cast flickering shadows across the walls. 

The floor of the chamber was a roiling sea of lava, with bridges and walkways made of cooled rock 

providing the only path through. 

Above the throne, there hung a massive, blazing chandelier, casting light across the room and providing 

a crown-like halo to Lord Heatiaze seated upon the throne. 

Many humanoid volcanic folks sat at the side of at the sides of the throne chamber while having the 

same expression as Zytoss, the right hand of Lord Heatiaz. 

"Sh*t, if I wasn't born out of a lava river, I wouldn't want to be here."  

"Likewise...It's always damn hot, why doesn't have to be always hot? I just want to feel a light breeze on 

my rugged skin..." 

"What skin? You are a boulder's consciousness, get a grip already." 

BOOOM! 

"Silence, you punks!" Lord Heatiaz banged the throne's arm with his fist, crushing it instantly into 

fragments, causing lava to spill everywhere. 

Seeing that everyone had stopped whining, Lord Heatiaz ordered them with a cold tone, "I want you to 

get me as much information as possible about those outsiders. Since they can afford to gift so much 

food to the Emerland Glen Village, they must have smuggled a greater amount." 

When Elder Strauvis heard about Felix's party visitation, he didn't go into details about their identities 

when he relayed the news to the tribal chiefs. 

Since the alliance had banned smuggling food to the Elemental Galaxy to keep them dependent on their 

trade, all the chiefs believed that not much food would be brought in by those visitors. 

So, only Chief Cloveris and Chieftess Sunflower accepted to host them because of their friendliness.  

This was unfortunate for the rest of the chiefs and their villages as they had no clue that Felix's authority 

within the alliance was already close to the peak due to his status, giving him many perks and benefits. 

One of the perks of being an inner circle leader was having such rules inapplicable to him personally. 

So, Felix could smuggle food inside the Elemental's Galaxy as long as he was the one entering it instead 

of sending his subordinate or such! 



That's why his entire party's food was given to him to smuggle and was returned to them when they lost 

connection to the network. 

"Should we approach them for a trade or such?" Zytoss asked. 

"Yes, and find out first what they want to make get more during the trade." Lord Heatiaz ordered. 

"Alright." 

"Get going quickly." Lord Heatiaz warned, "Other tribes must be doing the same...We can't lose the 

trades to them." 

"On it." 

Without delay, Zytoss transformed his body into a giant flaming eagle and took off through the molten 

throne chamber's ceiling. 

"Father, what do we do if they rejected to trade with us?" Iavroim wondered with a curious tone. 

This was the left hand of Lord Heatiaz...Unlike the rest of the volcanic folks, she resembled a fiery tree 

with a molten rugged trunk and branches while lava veins coursed through her entire form. 

She didn't have leaves but her branches were illuminating brilliantly, making her appear quite mystical 

and breathtaking. 

She was the consciousness of a unique forest that existed only on the surface of active volcanos. 

"What else?" Lord Heatiaz narrowed his eyes coldly and uttered, "Nothing." 

No one seemed surprised by his answer as they knew that their father might be insanely strong, but he 

was hopeless in front of Elder Strauvis. 

Since Felix's party was guests on his celestial body, he naturally wouldn't let anyone bully them or steal 

their stuff. 

Honestly, even if he didn't deter Lord Heatiaz and his people, they still wouldn't be able to cause much 

trouble for Felix and his party. 

After all, there were more than five tribes with vast territories between them, stretching to hundreds of 

thousands of kilometers. 

This meant that unless Lord Heatiaz and his tribe conquered those tribes, there was no way they could 

threaten them. 

After all, if they exited their environment, they lose almost 90% of their strength and consciousness 

prowess. 

"That's why your job is to get more information about them...I want to know everything!" 

"I will handle it, father." Iavroim promised with a sweet voice. 

Since there was no network in the Elementals Galaxy, gathering information was a difficult task. 



In fact, if it wasn't for Elder Strauvis opening his mouth and telling everyone about the midnight party in 

the Northern forest to show his appreciation of Emerland Glen's hospitality, no one would have known 

about gifted food! 

While his intentions were pure, he ended up creating quite a bit of trouble for Felix and his party as now 

everyone knew that they had managed to smuggle food without trouble. 

Fortunately for them, this was the only thing that he spoke about and he didn't blabber about Felix's 

party goals or such. 

This was another annoying thing about living in an environment that was alive...There was absolutely no 

sense of privacy as everything was observed and heard! 

*** 

One Year Later... 

Felix could be seen standing on one finger on top of the grass mound while wearing nothing but tight 

blue shorts. 

The cold breeze was blowing on his face and hair but Felix neither budged nor opened his closed 

eyes...Sweat kept pouring from his forehead and fair skin, entailing that he was doing this for a very, 

very long time. 

After staying like this for a couple of moments, Felix snapped his eyes wide open and uttered, "Elctrofied 

Poisonous Sand Storm!" 

Whoosh Whoosh!! 

In the blink of an eye, a giant golden runic hex emerged in the sky above the mound, causing Selphie, 

Olivia, and Bodidi to glance at it from far away. 

"Here he goes again..." 

Olivia murmured as she eyed a gigantic sandstorm emerging from the golden hexagon, engulfing the 

entire mound and blowing strong wind through the trees. 

Yet, what was unique about this sandstorm was the fact that it was somewhat purplish in color and had 

visible thick lightning bolts coursing through it!! 

It was an unnatural marvel created by combining three elements for a single ability! It might sound like 

nothing special, but everyone watching knew that it was extraordinary! 

That's because Felix had created this ability by casting a spell and two different elemental abilities 

simultaneously, something that wasn't being done by anyone! 

Yet, Felix wasn't done yet! 

'Here goes nothing.' Felix took a deep breath and uttered again, "Teleportation!" 



Without delay, a magnificent brilliant gray runic hex emerged above the golden hex...Before Selphie and 

the rest could react, the sandstorm disappeared after a sudden flash of light, returning the training area 

back to its peaceful environment. 

"Oh! He finally did it!" 

Olivia exclaimed with a happy expression as she looked above her and saw the sandstorm raging in the 

sky and dissipating the clouds everywhere! 

"Double Spellrunic casting plus double elemental casting while under non-optimal conditions. He might 

claim that he isn't talented, but he really has no idea how gifted he is." Selphie smiled charmingly as she 

watched Felix wipe his sweaty forehead after he returned back to his feet. 

While everyone seemed to be quite excited for Felix and his success, he didn't even break a smile. 

He merely glanced at the electrified poisonous sandstorm and uttered with a flat tone, "Not enough. 

Not nearly enough." 

Chapter 1185 Eternal Firestone! 

"Boy, I understand that you are rushing to get stronger to deal with your enemies, but you should 

celebrate those little wins in your progress to keep your motivation on a high note." Elder Kraken 

advised with good intentions. 

'He is right.' Thor supported. 

'I know...But, I just feel like everything I learn pales heavily in comparison to primogenitors.' Felix sighed 

at the thought that the Darkins could kill him with merely their spiritual pressure. 

'You will get there eventually.' Jörmungandr stressed. 

'I don't know, I just have a feeling that even if I reached their strength and had the same elemental 

manipulation as them, it will not be enough to slay them.' 

Jörmungandr and his masters understood what he meant...They also knew that it would be impossible 

for Felix to slay the Darkins with his current set of elements and abilities. 

After all, Jörmungandr, Thor, and Fenrir had failed to kill those three even though they spent billions of 

years mastering their elements. 

What would be different in the case of Felix if he mastered poison, lightning, or other elements? 

They might allow him to pose pressure on them but not nearly enough to actually kill them. 

Felix glanced at his tightened fist as he murmured, 'I need more, I need something that can ensure their 

death...All I can think of is the Void Domain or similar powerful abilities.' 

'I still haven't found a method to let you possess Void Domain without messing with your entire DNA 

structure.' Lady Sphinx shared, 'So, you should forget about it for now.' 

'I see...' 
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'Kid, don't get ahead of yourself. You are still young and have a great future.' Carbuncle advised as he 

blew smoke rings, 'Your target shouldn't be the Darkins but to reach Origin Realm and see how the 

situation develops from there. If you keep putting the Darkins as your targets, your training mentality 

will get affected negatively as everything you do will seem useless even if it wasn't.' 

When Felix thought about it, he realized that he was indeed heading to a dark path as his mood was 

getting shitter and shitter each day...Especially when he spent an entire year and had yet to master a 

single new spatial spell or make any huge and noticeable development. 

In the past, he didn't really care about his progression speed, but now that his heart was burning with 

undying hatred at the Darkins, it made it impossible to not feel dishearted by his slow progress. 

If things kept developing in this manner, forget about spending thousands of years here, Felix would 

most likely tap out after a mere decade. 

'Always remember, this is a marathon, not a sprint.' Jörmungandr said with a stern tone. 

  Felix took a deep breath to regain control over his rising negative emotions and said,  'Thank you, 

masters.' 

"Boy, you have another visitor." 

Suddenly Chief Cloveris' solemn voice echoed in the training ground. 

"Who is it this time?" Felix frowned. 

In the past year, his training had been interrupted too many times to count by those visitors from the 

nearby tribes. 

All of them wanted one thing...Trading for his food. 

At first, Felix was open-minded and didn't care much about trading with them since he brought with him 

a hundred billion coins worth of food stocks...But, with each trade he made, another tribal 

representative appear before him. 

Every time it happened, his training had to be stopped to entertain them since he didn't want to leave a 

bad impression as it might affect his plans to get close to his desired tribes. 

To make matters worse, his desired tribes didn't even bother to visit him. 

Fortunately for him, he was waiting patiently for this visitor. 

"It's Scorchlanders' representative and right hand of Lord Heatiaz." Chief Cloveris informed. 

"They actually came." Felix's frown turned instantly to a faint smirk. 

He wore his clothes and swiftly teleported back to the village hall without much of an issue. 

He already mastered his teleportation skill to take him wherever he wanted as long as he had visited the 

place before, and it wasn't far enough to consume his entire spatial elemental energy. 

'Are you sure about this?' Asna asked while playing chess with Candace. 



'Well, an opportunity presented itself, it will be foolish of me to not take it.' Felix replied. 

After Felix realized that everyone must have been informed about his food stock, he knew that the 

Scorchlanders were going to be visiting him sooner or later like the others. 

So, he devised a plan that might help him earn friendships with The Mire Marauders and The Desert 

Wind Clan. 

In a short while, Zytoss landed near the village hall after being led by Chief Cloveris. 

He switched his form back to a humanoid molten golem and made sure that his flowing lava was closed 

shut with his body to not cause damage to the village...Then, he manifested his ghost form and used it 

to follow Chief Cloveris. 

After he climbed the stairs, he saw that Felix was waiting for him at the door with a polite welcoming 

smile. 

"Sir Felix?" Zytoss  inquired with a curious tone. 

"Yes, nice to meet you...Sir?" 

"Zytoss and the pleasure is mine." Zytoss smiled politely as well, not seeming like he was putting any air. 

"I assume you are here for a trade as well?" 

Felix jumped straight to the subject, knowing that most Elementals were known for being long-winded 

in their conversations due to their lack of time sensitivity. 

"Indeed." Zytoss laughed, "I guess you have been continuously assaulted by other tribes." 

"It wasn't so bad." Felix smiled, "I made sure to send everyone back without disappointment." 

"I am relieved to hear so." Zytoss showed a brightened look. 

He spent an entire year flying nonstop from his tribe to the Northern Forest...It would have been tough 

for him to return empty-handed. 

"Please tell me what you desire, Sir Felix." Zytoss offered first, "We have the purest fire, magma, and 

earth elemental stones. In addition, many unique natural treasures are related to those elements. I 

know that you outsiders use those stuff significantly." 

The other tribes offered the same stuff in their trades since there wasn't really anything else that they 

can give out. 

"Hmm, well, to be honest, I don't really have affinities of any of those elements, so they are quite 

useless to me." Felix answered while scratching his head awkwardly. 

"Are you sure?" Zytoss turned a bit nervous as he knew that if Felix didn't want their stuff, even if the 

trade went through, they wouldn't get much food. 

"Well, I might not need your stuff, but I won't be the bad guy and send you empty-handed." Felix smiled 

kindly and said, "Just forget the trade, I will give you a couple of containers as a gift. Think of it as me 

paying respect to the great Lord Heatiaz." 



"You are so kind!" Zytoss might be delighted with Felix's proposal, but he still knew that his father 

wasn't going to be pleased with this quantity. 

After all, their tribe had at least ten times the number of Elementals compared to the others...This 

meant not everyone was going to get a portion. 

"I hope it's settled." Felix smiled as he asked, "Are you going to pick them up by yourself or use Elder 

Strauvis' help?" 

"Wait a moment..." Zytoss requested, "I really appreciate your gift but can I contact my father and see if 

he might have something to continue our trade?" 

"Sure, I don't mind." Felix permitted with a hidden glint. 

"Thank you so much!" 

Without further ado, Zytoss returned to his molten body and initiated a connection with his father 

through a consciousness link. 

Since he was part of Lord Heatiaz's main consciousness, it was possible to link themselves and 

communicate regardless of the distance. 

'What?' 

'Father, I have met with the outsider and he rejected our trade because he has no use for the things we 

can offer him.' 

Just as Lord Heatiaz was about to snap, Zytoss continued on, 'But, he has agreed to gift us a couple of 

food containers as a sign of respect.' 

'Ummm, I see, I see.' Lord Heatiaz seemed somewhat pleased with Felix's attitude after hearing that. 

'I reached out to see if you can suggest something else to offer him since it's not worth it to bring back 

just a couple of food containers.' 

'Good thinking.' Lord Heatiaz said, 'Since he doesn't require elemental stones or natural treasures 

affecting elemental affinities, tell him if he is willing to trade a thousand containers for an Eternal 

Firestone.' 

'Are you sure, father? It takes a lot of time for each Firestone to be bor...' 

'Shut up and do it.' Lord Heatiaz chided with a cold tone, 'What's the point of having them if they are 

useless to us?' 

Zytoss swallowed the rest of his sentence and relayed the news to Felix. 

"Eternal Firestone for a thousand containers? What's that? How can it be worth this much?" Felix was 

bewildered by their new offer as it wasn't part of his plan. 

His original plan revolved around rejecting all of the Scorchladers' trades until there would be nothing 

left to offer...When things reach this stage, Felix would go with the trade but for a future favor from 

Lord Heatiaz! 



Knowing that Lord Heatiaz was a respectful figure, this favor was going to help him greatly in his mission 

to befriend the desert and swamp tribes! 

"It is a great treasure as it enables you to possess a burning heart capable of absorbing neutral energy 

around you and burning it as a fuel to feed all types of your energies. You can consider that it turns your 

heart into an engine, which will help you avoid anything related to exhaustion." 

"So?" Zytoss eyed him with a hopeful look, "It's a good deal right? Right?" 

Felix ignored his nervous blabbering as his mind was still processing the description of such a godly 

magical treasure! 

'No exhaustion...Burning neutral energy as a fuel...What the hell is this thing?!' 

Chapter 1186 The Eternal Firestone Ll 

In Felix's eyes, this was an absolute banger of a treasure that he didn't even know existed in this 

universe! 

'Burning neutral energy as fuel? Interesting, I have never heard of such treasure or effect before.' Lady 

Sphinx remarked with an intrigued tone. 

'This galaxy is really a marvelous place.' Elder Kraken expressed, 'Not a single natural treasure has been 

found to convert neutral energy outside of this galaxy. Yet, those volcanic folks have no issues trading 

one with ordinary food.' 

'Shit, shit, shit!'  

The more Felix heard his masters' remarks, the more he desired to have this natural treasure...Even if 

they didn't say anything, he wanted it dearly since the notion of having his exhaustion wiped away was 

too good to give up on. 

However, he understood that if he agreed to the deal, he wouldn't be able to get a favor from Lord 

Heatiaz...After all, it would seem too fishy to accept the treasure as well seeking a favor. 

'How do I play this to get both?' 

Felix used his lightning-quick reflexes to brainstorm a method that would enable him to secure both 

before Zytoss got alerted. 

He went through many methods but he kept shutting them down as he knew that Lord Heatiaz was too 

smart to not see through them. 

In the end, Felix realized that he was left with only one risky method. 

"Eternal Firestone...Uh...It sounds good, but I already have no issues with my energy management." 

Felix replied awkwardly, "Plus, I don't know if this item is going to harm me in the long run. I am just a 

human and I don't have either fire affinity or fire immunity." 

Zytoss hastily tried to promote his treasure after hearing Felix's response...However, nothing he said 

managed to change Felix's attitude toward this trade. 
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Just as he planned to deliver the news to Lord Heatiaz, Felix interjected with a humble tone, "I feel bad 

about rejecting your attempts like this. How about you connect me with Lord Heatiaz? We might work 

something out together." 

 "Uh, okay, give me a second." Zytoss knew that he couldn't reject Felix as it would cause their trade to 

collapse immediately. 

So, he contacted his father and narrated all the points that were brought up by Felix to reject their 

treasure. 

When he was done, Lord Heatiaz took over his consciousness forcefully to speak with Felix before Zytoss 

could even tell him about it. 

Suddenly, Zytoss' entire form and facial features remained the same but his expression and tone had 

changed drastically...Even the atmosphere inside the village hall seemed to have gotten stiffened and 

hot like they were transported into a sauna. 

"Outsider, this is Lord Heatiaz speaking." 

"It's an honor to me you, my lord." Felix bowed his head respectfully. 

"Hmm, I dislike beating around the bush, so tell me what you want exactly to get this over with." Lord 

Heatiaz said with an indifferent tone. 

"Lord, I really want to make a fair trade with your tribe, but the treasures offered haven't moved me. 

Still, I am willing to get the Eternal Firestone for a thousand food containers." Felix smiled politely, 

"Consider it as a start to a friendship." 

Lord Heatiaz remained silent at Felix's statement as he merely kept staring at him expressionlessly, 

making it impossible for Felix to know what was going through his mind. 

Still, Felix was a veteran con artist and had complete control over his emotions, making Lord Heatiaz 

notice not an ounce of deceit in his eyes. 

"I don't need giveaways." Lord Heatiaz remarked with a flat tone, "Since you aren't interested in our 

treasures, I will accept the trade and I will owe you a favor. However, you will have to throw an extra 

thousand containers." 

"My favors aren't cheap." 

Although Felix was ecstatic inside, he showed a somewhat hesitant expression like a large number of 

containers was a bit too much to swallow. 

The last thing he wanted was to show that his stock wasn't affected negatively by this trade. 

'Hmm, is he acting or have I asked for too much?' Lord Heatiaz thought to himself, 'Maybe he didn't 

smuggle so much?' 

Lord Heatiaz might be an extraordinary figure on this planet, but he still wasn't too familiar with or 

knowledgeable about the alliance's matters since they were mostly classified. 



So, he really had no clue about the food's prices or Felix's rich identity, making him assume that he 

might not have been able to bring too much. 

Before he could think too much about this, Felix showed a forced polite smile and said, "I agree to your 

terms." 

"Good." Lord Heatiaz dropped the previous subject and showed a faint pleased smile at his trade going 

through. 

'Haha! Two thousand food containers will last us an entire month!' Zytoss celebrated in his mind. 

"Supreme Elder will handle the delivery process." Lord Heatiaz eyed Felix calmly and added one last 

time, "Don't waste your favor on something useless." 

'Don't worry, you will be surprised.' Felix snickered in his mind as he watched Zytoss' expression return 

to normal, marking the departure of Lord Heatiaz. 

"Follow me." Felix requested. 

... 

Felix took Zytoss to an empty area in the forest outside of the village and beamed the two thousand 

containers on the grass field, creating a humongous metallic colorful cube. 

"Supreme Elder, we are ready for the trade." Felix spoke out loud with a respectful tone. 

"I am also ready to be taken away." Zytoss stated as he stood near the containers. 

In the blink of an eye, the humongous metallic cube and Zytoss disappeared out of existence after a 

bright flash of light! 

After the flash of light dimmed down, Felix noticed a medium-sized rugged orange rock hovering above 

the grass. It wasn't burning but he could feel an intense heat being released from it. 

"The trade is complete and I have taken the delivery payment." Elder Strauvis' voice thundered from the 

sky akin to a deity speaking a new mantra. 

"Thank you, Supreme Elder." 

Felix bowed in appreciation and walked towards the hovering Eternal Firestone. 

He wasn't surprised by the delivery process as he had gotten used to it in the past year after many 

similar deliveries. 

At the start, Felix wondered if the Elementals had spatial cards or similar items to hold those containers 

but his inquires were answered after he realized that Elder Strauvis was the playing deliveryman for all 

the tribes. 

With his complete control over elements and laws in his celestial body, it wasn't surprising...Though 

what was surprising was the fact that Elder Strauvis' deliveries weren't free. 

He took only food as payment, making it a luxury for those Elementals to abuse his deliveries. 



That's why Zytoss had to fly all the way here but easily teleported himself back to his tribe as they could 

afford to pay him. 

Elder Strauvis might be a planet's consciousness, but he also desired to enjoy good food like anyone 

else. 

"He said I need to consume this...Did he know that I am able to eat minerals, or is there another method 

of eating this?" Felix spoke to himself as he played with the Eternal Firestone in his hands. 

"Maybe you should crack it like an egg?" Asna suggested after noticing that the Firestone seemed to 

have a hollow interior. 

"Maybe, you're right." 

Felix shook it and realized that there was something gooey inside of it. So, Felix sat on the ground and 

used force to cut the upper half of the Firestone to make sure that nothing spill out. 

"Oooh, this looks like molten gold." Felix reacted with a mesmerized look after noticing a golden 

liquified gooey substance that resembled honey. 

Despite the intense heat, Felix reached out with his finger to touch the golden substance. Nothing much 

happened besides his finger feeling warm. 

"Should I taste it first?" Felix wondered as he brought his finger next to his mouth and smelled it. 

Zytoss had told him that Firestone was tested on one outsider and nothing wrong happened to him after 

he was bestowed with its gifts...Still, Felix wasn't too eager to put something in his body without making 

sure of its safety. 

After all, Zytoss' words couldn't be fully trusted...Even if what he said wasn't a lie, that outsider might be 

from another race that was compatible with this treasure unlike him. 

Without the UVR, it wasn't possible to do a dummy safety test. 

"What do you think, master?" Felix asked Lady Sphinx. 

"Just eat it." Lady Sphinx said calmly, "If it doesn't work, the worst it came to do to you is ruin one of 

your hearts...You can easily recover it." 

Felix nodded in understanding and licked his finger...To his surprise, his tasting puds were assaulted by a 

warm sweet taste like he was eating hot caramel. 

Felix decided to wait a few moments to see how his body would react. In a few seconds, his three main 

hearts felt slightly warm. 

"So far so good." 

When nothing seemed wrong, Felix got bolder and picked the Firestone with both of his hands. Then, he 

brought it close to his mouth and began gulping down the golden substance. 

In less than a few seconds, he finished the whole thing...Still not satisfied, he manifested a crystalized 

spoon and began scraping the inner surface of The Firestone. 



Then, he ate what he gathered, not caring that some pieces of the rugged stone were mixed with the 

gooey substance. 

After he made sure that not a single ounce of golden substance was left behind, Felix finally placed the 

Firestone on his lap and burped in satisfaction. 

"Ahhh, it feels soo good." He uttered happily as he felt warmness in all of his hearts. 

Before he could enjoy the sensation a bit more, Felix noticed a weird orange aura being emitted from his 

skin, making him seem like he had caught on fire. 

Whoosh Whoosh! 

Abruptly, the wind around him started rushing in his direction like he was a black hole. 

The fire aura kept increasing in size and intensity during the process, seeming like it was feeding on the 

wind or something! 

But Felix knew exactly what was going on as he could sense everything! 

"Holy, this is happening so fast!" He exclaimed in shock as the fire aura kept raging around him, making 

him resemble a super saiyan during his transformation! 

Felix didn't even bet an eye on that as his main focus was on the massive quantity of neutral energy 

being automatically absorbed by his hearts and transfered into fuel to recover all of his energies!  

Whether they were elemental, physical, or mental! Felix was feeling like he was being refreshed from 

top to bottom! 

"Interesting, it even recovers all of your elemental energies." Lady Sphinx expressed, "It's not as fast or 

efficient as the elemental conversion technique, but it is doing something." 

Chapter 1187 One Century Later! 

In a few moments, the fire aura started to die down until only smoke was arising from Felix's skin like he 

had just gotten out of a hot shower. 

Thud! 

Felix fell on his back with the most relaxed smile he could muster, feeling all of his built-up mental and 

physical exhaustion ever since the war was completely wiped out! 

"This is the best treasure ever..." He remarked as he stretched his limbs all over the grass, seeming like 

he had just woken up from a long slumber. 

"Is it just me who thinks that your condition isn't normal? You were told that the Firestone turns your 

heart into an engine to recover your energies, but I see that all of your hearts are under the firestone's 

effect." Asna wondered as she scanned Felix's body and saw that all of his hearts were going absolutely 

wild. 

"I thought so as well." Lady Sphinx shared, "The process shouldn't be intense and rapid." 
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If Zytoss was still here, he would have been absolutely dumbfounded by the previous sight of the 

frenzied fire aura around Felix as this wasn't normal at all! 

"I guess the Firestone adapts to each body, which means its true potential isn't capped but only limited 

due to our body limitations." Felix reasoned after he felt a new level of clarity in his mind. 

"Must be." 

Lady Sphinx and the others agreed with his conclusion. 

"What if I ate the shell?" Felix wondered as he greedily eyed the Firestone's exterior. 

Zytoss might not have recommended it, but he had no clue that Felix was capable of eating and 

absorbing mineral properties. 

This was a mineral treasure, which meant it would also feed his Dragon mark! 

"I don't see it affecting you negatively." Lady Sphinx expressed. 

Felix didn't need to hear more as he reached out with his hand and grabbed the Firestone...Then, he 

cracked a piece of it and began munching on it like a biscuit, loving the flavor. 

After he finished eating the entire thing, he felt a slight warmness in his hearts, which made him a bit 

pleased. 

However, the biggest kicker was his physical strength as he realized that he had gotten stronger by at 

least an additional 3k BF up to 5K BF! 

"An entire 25% increase to my 2nd dragon mark!" Felix exclaimed excitedly, "It's really an amazing 

mineral treasure!" 

Felix knew that if he wanted to get this kind of boost, he would need to devour a small mountain of 

elemental mineral treasures! 

"This planet is packed with such treasures and it looks like no one gives a damn about them." Felix 

narrowed his eyes, "I have to start fishing for them in trades even if it meant giving more food." 

In his previous trades, Felix accepted whatever was offered so he wouldn't be required to give out more 

food containers. 

But this situation changed his entire perspective as he realized that some tribes might be sitting on such 

magnificent treasures and they had no problem with giving up on them for food! 

"By the way, can you control the recovery phase?" Asna mentioned. 

"I don't know, I didn't try to stop the process earlier." Felix anwsered, "There is only one way to find 

out." 

Felix swiftly returned to his training ground and restarted his training. After a couple of hours of intense 

training, signs of exhaustion began to appear. 

However, before those signs could develop even further, a mild version of the same fire aura appeared 

on his skin. 



Olivia and the others were baffled when they saw it as it made Felix seem like his body had caught on 

fire. 

Felix explained the situation to them and advised them to also seek similar treasures if they were even 

approached for trade. 

After he sent them away, Felix started working on controlling the recovery phase...Unfortunately, 

regardless of what he did, it seemed that the process was on a subconscious level, making it extremely 

difficult to turn it into a manual process. 

Since it wasn't really a big deal, Felix decided to ignore it for now and focus on his training. 

'With no exhaustion to hold me back, there is no stopping now.' Felix cracked his knuckles with a faint 

determined smirk, fully set to train until someone stop him! 

***** 

One Century Later... 

Inside an inn within Emerland Glen Village, Felix could be seen chugging down a giant wooden chalice 

filled to the brim with alcohol. 

Chug! Chug! Chug! 

The villagers in the inn were banging the tables as they chanted with excited expressions. 

When Felix finished the drink, he lifted it in the air in celebration even though he absolutely felt not a 

single ounce of pleasure out of alcohol. 

The only reason he was here and celebrating with the villager was because of his upcoming departure.  

Felix spent an entire century in Emerland Glen Village until everyone considered him as one of them. So, 

when they heard that he planned on going to the nearby oceanic tribe, they insisted on holding a 

faraway party. 

"I can't believe it's been a century already." Selphie smiled bitterly, "It went by too fast." 

"Not for me it didn't!" Bodidi burped with a teary look, "I am bored out of my mind in this place. I wanna 

go home!" 

Everyone ignored his whining as he had been doing this ever since the first two decades and now it just 

became a daily occurrence. 

"Make sure to be safe in your journey." Olivia said with a worried tone, "You will be all on your own in a 

foreign environment." 

"I will be fine." Felix smiled as he patted Olivia, "You on the other hand, don't get too lazy in your 

training when I am gone." 

"I won't!" 

"Felix, are you sure it's time to leave?" Selphie caught Felix's arm as she looked at him with a puppy 

look, "If you worked hard, you can definitely master a greater spatial spell in a decade or less." 



"I have made up my mind." Felix chuckled, "It's time to focus on my manipulations lest I completely 

forget how to train them." 

Although an entire century had passed, nothing much really happened in it...Felix focused completely on 

his spatial spells, potion concoction, and elemental techniques. 

Since he didn't have the UVR, his runic training had taken a great hit. 

After all, he needed the UVR so his multiple consciousnesses could grind on the same spell over and 

over again to hasten the mastering process. 

Without this cheat method, Felix took years to master just one spatial spell, which was a nasty hit to his 

training speed. 

In addition, his potion concoction also suffered majorly without the UVR as he had to use legit materials 

in his practice, which made it impossible for him to get better without wasting a sh*tload of precious 

materials. 

So, he didn't improve too much in this area as he couldn't afford to lose all of his materials just for 

practice. 

Still, Felix managed to get a lot of benefits from this century of isolated training...Firstly, he had 

increased his strength by an entire 110k BF after hitting the Fifth Dragon Mark and the eleventh 

Devourer mark! 

It wasn't easy as he had to eat on daily basis a huge quantity of natural treasures and also elemental 

minerals without reaching the point of being forced into slumber. 

It might have slowed down his advancement in the marks, but he used the time to properly master ten 

spatial lesser spells, and many unique elemental techniques, that combined those spells with his 

abilities. 

However, when he tried to attempt learning greater spatial spells, that's when Felix understood the true 

horror of mastering complex runes without a monstrous talent like Selphie or his cheat method. 

That's because the easiest greater runic spatial spell required Felix to write a hundred runic pages to 

activate it! 

The instant Felix knew this, he realized that his time here was over and it was better to start his journey 

to enhance his other manipulations too. 

"With my recommendation and your previous trade with The Cold Lone Island Tribe, they will welcome 

you with open arms." Chief Cloveris advised, "However, make sure to respect their culture as they are a 

bit uptight about it." 

"I will keep it in mind." Felix thanked him with a head bow. 

He spent one hundred years under Chief Cloveris' care and Felix was greatly appreciative of it as he had 

taught him many things. 

"Are you going to travel through the void realm with Nimo or use Supreme Elder's help?" Olivia inquired. 



"Neither." Felix smiled, "I am going to travel on foot to expand my horizons." 

Ever since Felix stepped foot on this planet, he never left the Northern Forest. 

He would be a fool to teleport straight to The Cold Lone Island Tribe and start his training instead of 

doing some exploration on this magical planet. 

After spending a few more hours in this faraway party, Felix was escorted outside of the village by his 

companions and the villagers. 

He was sitting on Nimo's back, planning to truly journey across the land and water without using any 

teleportation ability or such. 

"Take care guys and behave properly." Felix glared daggers at Bodidi as he said the last part, making him 

avoid eye contact with him. 

"Make sure to visit us frequently." Selphie requested. 

"I'm planning to do so. I have yet to be satisfied with my runic advancement." 

On that final note, Felix smiled at his friends and waved them goodbyes one last time before taking off 

with Nimo like the wind. 

Eee Eee! 

While Nimo showed his usual excited reaction to anything related to speed and adventure, his eyes 

seemed tainted with a bit of coldness in them...A coldness that had never been associated with Nimo 

before. 

It turned out, Felix wasn't the only one who changed in the past century... 

Chapter 1188 Kill Or Be Killed! 

Although Nimo was quite fast, they still took more than two hours to finally cross over the Northern 

Forest and reach the empty expanse between them and the Third Ocean. 

Felix enjoyed the wind blowing on his face as Nimo kept sprinting on the grass field, heading towards 

the nearest cliffs. 

After they arrived, Felix jumped from Nimo's back and landed at the edge of the cliff. 

He stared at the far horizon, where nothing but crystal-clear blue water was seen. 

'The Cold Lone Island Tribe is at least five hours away from land even if I swim at my top speed.' Felix 

thought to himself, 'Might as well take my time and explore everything on my path.' 

Without further ado, Felix covered his entire body in his void suit, leaving only his gills in the open. 

Then, he bent his knees to the limit and launched himself away from the dangerous rocks at the bottom 

of the cliff. 

Eee Eee! 

Nimo might dislike water greatly but he didn't hesitate to follow after Felix. 
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Plop Plop! 

With two loud splashes of water, Felix and Nimo dove deeply into the ocean and began their journey 

toward The Cold Lone Island Tribe from the depths, knowing that treasures existed only in unexplored 

and hidden places. 

Just like on land, there were plenty of Elementals on the seabed born out of flat abyssal plains, mid-

ocean ridges, deep trenches, hydrothermal vents, and Reefs. 

Even Marine Plants had woke up their consciousness like Coral reefs, Open Brain Coral, Kelp, Soft Coral, 

Waterwheel plants, and other unique unknown plants. 

'What a funny-looking fish.' 

'Here, fishie, fishie, fishie!' 

When Felix and Nimo swam by those plants and reefs, they kept hearing soft whispers in their minds. 

Felix ignored them and continued on his journey, knowing that they merely want to ease their boredom 

with him. 

'There is plenty of marine life here unlike on land.' Asna commentated after seeing many unique marine 

lifeforms, swimming in the area. 

Although the planet was filled with Elementals, it didn't mean that there were no creatures living with 

them. 

However, since nature had awakened its consciousness, it became at the top of the food chain, which 

meant that those living creatures were considered as either mere pets or food for their enjoyment. 

That's why Emerland Glen villagers were caring for many livestock. 

'It's weird indeed.' Felix nodded as he scanned those schools of fish, 'There is no way the Elementals will 

allow this much to exist since they need to eat them to survive.' 

In a normal ecosystem, herbivorous creatures eat plants to survive and carnivorous eat them to survive. 

But, when the plants gain consciousness and had the capability of defending themselves, this system got 

broken, which led to the extinction of many creatures. 

This was what occurred on land, making it almost impossible to spot animals anywhere unless they were 

kept for food. 

'Maybe the third ocean's consciousness has found a solution to keep the ecosystem balanced.' Candace 

guessed. 

'Maybe.' Felix murmured with a half-interested tone as his eyes were allured to a nearby chasm, leading 

to utter darkness. 

Thud... 

With a soft noise, Felix landed at the edge of the chasm and peeked at the abyss while using his night 

vision. 



This allowed him to see through the chasm like a flashlight was spotted on it...Still, he didn't manage to 

find anything interesting. Even when he zoomed to the limit, he only saw a new level of the seabed. 

However, just as he planned to leave, Felix was surprised to notice that not a single fish dared to swim 

near the abyss! 

'They can't be scared of nothing, right?' Felix murmured as he jumped inside the abyss without 

hesitation. 

As he was diving deeper and deeper into the abyss, he merged completely with the darkness with his 

void suit. 

'Child, it's best that you return. This is a dangerous place inhabited by much deadlier behemoths.'  

Abruptly, Felix heard an unfamiliar deep rugged male voice in his mind...He looked around him with a 

wary expression, knowing it must have come from a nearby Elemental. 

'Elder, I appreciate your warning, but is it possible to know more?' 

Felix projected his thought waves as electromagnetic pulse signals in the area, knowing that all the 

nearby Elementals would be able to pick them up and hear him. 

This was a new electrical ability he mastered in the past century as it was deemed necessary in this 

Galaxy for smoother communications. 

'I am this abyss's consciousness. My body has been inhibited by a school of Dawn Behemoths. Right 

now, they are out hunting for food and they will return soon...You better leave before then.' 

'Dawn Behemoths.' Felix frowned, having no clue what creature were those. But, just from their name 

and the abyss' consciousness warnings, it was obvious that they were freakishly dangerous. 

Although Felix was extremely strong and confident that he could pull his weight around, he still 

understood that underestimating this planet's lifeforms was an idiotic thought...Especially, Marine 

creatures. 

Still, Felix wasn't planning to escape as he knew that the risker the situation the bigger the pay. 

'Elder, will I anger Third Ocean Queen Merlinia if I killed any marine lifeform?' 

'Hmmm, I don't know why you are asking that, but you shouldn't worry about her wrath.' The Abyss' 

consciousness anwsered calmly, 'It's kill or be killed in her gracious bod...So, each to his own devices.' 

'Good to hear, thanks.' Felix smirked faintly and continued his journey to the bottom of the abyss. 

When the elder saw this, he stopped talking to Felix. 

He already did more than enough to warn Felix, if he ended up dying because he ignored his warning, 

that's not on him. 

In other words, no one was going to help out Felix even if they could...As he said, it was kill or be killed. 

'Since an entire school inhibits this place, there must be some natural treasures or minerals untouched 

here.' Felix reasoned as he kept scanning the giant holes, and crevices on the abyssal's walls. 



He knew that nonintelligent creatures eat only what was in their diet, which meant that even if there 

were many natural treasures before them, they wouldn't bat an eye at them. 

'This must be one of their homes.' 

Felix stopped his dive after spotting a humongous cave slightly hidden between mutated Red Algae and 

Kelp. 

Felix added an infra-ray vision plus to his night vision, allowing him to check if there was anyone inside 

the cave. 

'Is that them? Are they sleeping?' 

To his surprise, his x-ray vision picked up tens of giant skeletons stacked near each other...They weren't 

moving in the slightest. 

'Based on their bone structure, they must be undeveloped eggs.' Lady Sphinx shared calmly. 

'Makes more sense.' Felix agreed as he knew that the abyss' consciousness wouldn't call those creatures 

behemoths if they had this size. 

'It's now or never.'  

Knowing that the school of Behemoths would return anytime now, Felix swiftly dove inside the cave and 

kept swimming at a careful pace until he reached the end of the cave. 

'Oh dear!'  

Even though he anticipated eggs, Felix still felt chills course on his spine at the size of those bad boys. 

Just one egg had triple the size of a great white shark! 

There were hundreds of them positioned on the entire cave walls, making it resemble a bee hive...Those 

eggs didn't have hard shells like birds' eggs. In fact, they resembled Fish Roe even though their size was 

too uncanny! 

'What kind of monsters can lay such eggs...' 

EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!! 

Before Felix could finish his thought, his eardrums exploded instantly after they were hit by a sudden 

low-pitched sonic boom! 

It came from nowhere and not even his void suit was able to block it properly! 

'They have echolocated you and they are coming to get you.' The Abyss' consciousness said with a flat 

tone, making Felix recognize that his situation wasn't optimal at all! 

Albeit deaf and in pain, Felix's reason wasn't clouded at all...He scanned the entire cave as fast as he 

could for natural treasures or even minerals. 

However, he found nothing but normal marine plants. Felix even searched behind the eggs and still 

found nothing. 



Rumble Rumble! 

'Sh*t, they are already here!' 

Felix didn't even hear them as he knew that they were already in the abyss after the cave began 

shaking! 

Although he knew that he was cornered in this cave, Felix was still not too worried by them but more 

upset that he found nothing. 

'You might as well take some eggs.' Asna suggested lazily, 'They must taste good if you cooked them.' 

'F*ck it!' 

Knowing that it was possible to get stronger from cooking ingredients of superior species, Felix could 

only bet on this option and steal a dozen of eggs at their early stages of development. 

Rumble Rumble!!! 

The moment he beamed them in his AP Bracelet, a sudden tremor shook the ground beneath Felix's 

feet, almost causing him to lose his balance! 

Looking behind him, he saw a massive creature emerging from the darkness, towering over him with its 

gargantuan size. It was a behemoth, with dark, matted skin and eyes that glowed like hot coals in the 

dim light! 

The behemoth let out an ear-splitting roar that echoed through the entire abyss and traveled hundreds 

of kilometers, causing Felix to get propelled by the pressure into the eggs! 

He bounced off them akin to landing on a trampoline, making him get launched back into the wide-open 

jaw of the Behemoth! 

The moment Felix noticed the dreadful set of sharp white teeth, he didn't hesitate to cast his 

teleportation spell! 

With a brilliant flash of light, Felix disappeared from within the Behemoth's mouth and appeared on top 

of the ocean's surface. 

"Phew, that was a close call." Felix wiped his sweaty forehead as he looked below him and saw more 

than a hundred of those humongous behemoths gathering around the abyss! 

Each of one them had four times the size of a whale, which made their gathering appear even more 

menacing! 

'All of this for dozens of eggs? Let's hope they are worth it.' 

Chapter 1189 Nimo's Awakening! 

Without further ado, Felix teleported back to the nearest cliff and beamed one of the roes on the 

ground, planning to study and hopefully cook it right now. 

So, he would plan another stealing attempt if they were worth the trouble. 
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"Without the UVR, it's impossible to find the best recipe." Felix said out loud as he scanned the 

transparent roes. 

"It's best if you eat the first one raw." Lady Sphinx advised him, "This will help you understand if those 

roes  can provide some benefits. Cooking merely enhances those beneficial effects not create them out 

of nothing." 

"Sh*t..." 

Felix's expression turned a bit revolted at the thought of eating those roes uncooked. 

Felix was used to going beyond and above for the sake of strength, but this was still a tad too 

much...Especially when those roes  are even bigger than dragons' eggs. 

"Stop being a b*tch and eat it. It's just a big version of caviar." Asna teased. 

"Caviar my ass..." Felix mumbled in annoyance as he manifested a crystalized knife and a plate...Then, 

he cut a big piece of the roes and placed it on his plate. 

The moment he brought the plate near his mouth, he was assaulted by a nasty smell that triggered his 

gag reflexes. 

'Come on, you have eaten much more disgusting stuff for less.' 

Felix encouraged himself and finally took a huge bite from the gooey transparent red caviar...He 

swallowed it immediately without bothering to chew it even once. 

"How do you feel?" Lady Sphinx asked. 

"Sick..." Felix wiped his mouth with a pale complexion like he was just forced to eat dog sh*t. 

"You better eat more then." 

Felix knew that there was no escaping from this, so instead of prolonging his misery, he decided to use 

his size manipulation to get this done as quickly as possible. 

He increased his size to the point the roe resembled a chicken egg in an adult's hand...Then, he threw it 

in his mouth and swallowed it whole. 

After waiting for a few moments, Felix began to feel like his intestine was holding into a flood! 

"It gave me f*cking instant Diarrhea!" 

Felix used his poison manipulation to clean his intestine, knowing that he couldn't afford to reduce his 

size before doing it. 

He refused to take a sh*t in the open with his massive size while knowing that many Elementals were 

having their eyes on him. 

"Hahaha!" 

Meanwhile, Asna was having the best time in her life as she laughed at his miserable situation.  

After five minutes of having his intestine filled and then cleaned by him, Felix finally was given a break. 



Thud! 

He landed on his back and kept huffing with great difficulty like he was fighting his own demons. 

When the pain finally went away and he was able to focus on other things, Felix realized that he had 

gotten a bit stronger physically! 

He swiftly reduced his size and beamed a physical testing machine. Without an ounce of hesitation, he 

punched it with everything he got, causing the nearby water waves to get pushed back by the 

shockwave! 

"425, 541 BF!" Felix uttered with a shocked expression as he read the final calculated number...His 

strength had been increased by a whopping five thousand BF from a single uncooked roe! 

"Jackpot!!" 

Felix beamed the remaining roes  and looked at them with an ecstatic expression, seeming like he didn't 

care anymore about the horrible taste or the stench. 

"Five thousand BF from one roe is really something." Asna asked, "Will you get the same if you eat the 

rest?" 

"Doubtful, such benefits from food lose their properties on the same user faster than anything else 

consumed." Lady Sphinx replied. 

Still, Felix wasn't dishearted by the news as he knew that he would be getting stronger either way. 

Without delay, Felix increased his size again and threw the remaining roes in his mouth at once like he 

was eating pills. 

After swallowing everything with a twisted expression, he sat down on the ground in a meditation 

position, awaiting the monster to awaken in his bowels. 

'Have mercy on me...' He prayed to the higher powers as he felt his stomach starting to act up. 

... 

Fifteen minutes later... 

Felix could be seen lying on his back with a deathly pale complexion and a horrified traumatic 

expression. 

"It's over...It's finally over..." He spoke with a rugged voice like he had lost it in a session of concert 

screaming. 

Whoosh! 

Before he could do anything to heal himself, the Firestone effect activated and began absorbing large 

quantities of neutral energy to fuel his swift recovery. 

In a few moments at best, Felix had returned to his top condition. 

"It better be worth that agony." Felix wished as he prepared to test his new strength at the machine. 



BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!!! 

With one strike carrying everything he got, Felix pulled back, leaving smoke arising at the red pad like it 

was struck by a missile. 

Ting! 

"440, 500 Bf!" Felix's grin reached his ears as he read the final calculation. 

He ate more than twenty behemoths' roes and got in return a total increase of 15k BF! In addition to the 

previous 5k BF, this entire endeavor had given him a similar enhancement to an entire Dragon Mark! 

God knows how much he had to go through to finish each Dragon Mark! 

"I need more!" Felix's eyes turned slightly green as he greedily zoomed on the gathering of Behemoths 

in the abyss! 

Although he knew that the next roes  eaten would probably increase his strength by merely thousands if 

not less...But, Felix didn't care at all. 

In his eyes, even a one hundred BF increase was hard to come by at his high level...So, he would never 

shy down from anything that could help him get physically stronger. 

"I need a plan to steal them without getting myself caught." Felix thought out loud as he kept observing 

the agitated behemoths. 

He understood that those behemoths were never going to go hunting together without leaving 

someone to guard their roes this time. 

They didn't do this before since no one ever dared to get close to the abyss as their dreadful smell was 

all over the place, acting as a warning. 

'I have to wait for them to restart their daily activities first.' Felix knew that nothing he planned was 

going to work when there were hundreds of Behemoths outside of the abyss and inside of it. 

Hell, he was certain that the roes caves were occupied as well, making it impossible to teleport inside, 

do the deed, and escape. 

Felix wanted to avoid making this messier than it should be by actively fighting the entire school. 

He knew that he was being watched by The Third Ocean Queen and if he acted too barbarically and 

aggressively, it would paint a bad image. 

So, he waited, waited, and waited...After seven days, The Dawn Behemoths finally seemed to have 

calmed down and began to carry on their daily activities. 

"As expected, many are left to act as guards." Felix frowned after seeing that a third of the school was 

left behind to guard the abyss. 

Instead of making a move, he decided to wait a bit more to see if the numbers were going to be 

reduced. 



Unfortunately, The Dawn Behemoths kept operating on a rotation process, where two-thirds of their 

school go hunting for everyone, and the remaining third guarded their home. 

"This isn't working." Felix was done with waiting and knew that he had to make a move even if the 

situation was still too risky. 

"Nimo, can you use your lust laws on them?" Felix asked. 

Eee Eee! 

Nimo nodded eagerly. 

"Alright, you draw their attention outside of the abyss and hold them down. I will teleport inside and 

steal what I could." Felix stressed, "But, don't kill them." 

Eee Eee... 

Less excited, Nimo still nodded in understanding. 

Without delay, Nimo blinked above the school of Dawn Behemoths...With their size difference, he 

resembled an ant standing before a mammoth. 

Still, Nimo didn't seem to be scared even a little. He merely smiled wickedly in front of them and 

manifested the lust law symbol above his head. 

Before the Dawn Behemoths could react, a flood of pinkish aura was projected rapidly all over the place 

until the entire abyss was filled by it. 

OOOOO!! OOOOO!! OOOO!!!... 

The Dawn Behemoths' eyes had gotten red as they kept hollering their mating calls. Since two-thirds of 

the school were out hunting, there was a great imbalance in the female/male distribution in the abyss. 

This resulted in many male Behemoths being left alone, watching their companions doing the deed 

while they were burning with lust. 

Since they were still animals, their instincts took over them completely and made them unable to sit 

through it! 

So, they resulted to the simplest solution...Violence!  

BOOOOM!! BOOOM!! 

The lonely Behemoths smashed their bodies against the lucky ones, forcing them to separate from the 

females...Without an ounce of hesitation, they jumped on the female and continued the process. 

The females clearly didn't give a sh*t about which one was riding it as long as it got her needs satisfied. 

Unfortunately, that wasn't going to happen with this sausage fest as the males continued to battle it 

out, using their sharp teeth, large bodies, and whatever weapons were in their possession to win their 

mates back! 



Nimo was merely smiling with dreadful pinkish eyes as he watched this mayhem ongoing, seeming like 

he was feasting on the lusty emotions in the air. 

'More...More...More...' He uttered real words in his mind, a clear indication that his intelligence was 

already on a human level! 

Neither Felix nor his tenants had any idea about this...In their eyes, Nimo was still the lovable cute idiot 

raccoon. 

It looked like he planned on keeping it this way for some reason... 

Chapter 1190 The Cold Lone Lsland Tribe. 

While this mayhem was ongoing, Felix pointed his finger at the abyss and painted the same image of the 

cave in his mind. 

Then, he uttered under his breath, "Dimensional Mirror." 

Abruptly, a circular wavy gray mirror appeared in front of him...In less than a second, the waves began 

to ease down and a new scene appeared on its surface, showing the hundreds of roes inside the cave! 

Before Felix could get too excited, one of the Dawn Behemoths appeared on the image, seeming like it 

was slumbering next to the roes. 

'Looks like it's escaped from Nimo's lust laws with its slumber.' Felix frowned.  

He knew that the behemoth would definitely wake up the moment his foot stepped inside the cave even 

though it looked like it was out of it. 

'The abyss' consciousness said that they had found me through echolocation...So, even a needle drop 

will most likely wake it up.' 

Felix planned on using this new spatial spell to teleport himself inside the cave and pick up as many roes 

as possible before using the same mirror to escape. 

But now, he knew that his plan was doomed to fail. 

"If you simply don't need to make noise, how about you pass your arm through the portal and beam 

those roes in your spatial card.' Asna suggested lazily. 

'That might work.' 

Felix approved of her plan, knowing that the Dimensional Mirror spell allowed him to create an invisible 

spatial portal that could be seen only by those with spatial detection or such abilities. 

Unlike normal teleportation, this dimensional portal could stay up for as long as Felix had fuel for it, 

allowing him to teleport anything and anyone in it. 

Without delay, Felix held his breath and tensed his arm to make sure that he wouldn't even make the 

water vibrate as much. 

Then, he pushed it through the mirror, feeling an instant coldness from the depth of the ocean. Felix 

waited for a few moments to see if the behemoth was alerted. 
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When it didn't move an inch, he began beaming the nearest roes to his spatial card. 

Although the roes broke into blue particles during the process, there wasn't any noise. 

'Hehehe, it's working.' Felix grinned widely as he kept beaming one roe after another without needing to 

even be in the vicinity! 

Spatial cards worked on anything without life. So, Felix made sure to prioritize only the roes in their 

early developments. 

Still, he managed to get himself a good haul. 

OOOO!! OOO!! 

Just like most animals, the Behemoths finished their mating process in two pumps, managing to all get a 

piece of the pie even though a war started for some coochie. 

When Felix heard those sounds, he knew that it was time to call it a quit while he was still ahead. So, he 

pulled back his arm and closed the dimensional mirror. 

Just like that, the kidnapping attempt was concluded without any mess or fights...It was as clean as it 

could be. 

Without moving a muscle, he beamed those roes on the ground near him, managing to cover hundreds 

of meters in the surface area! 

Eee Eee! 

Nimo blinked on his shoulder and licked his cheek, seeming like he was asking for praise.  

"Haha, good job." 

Felix chuckled as he patted him, showering him with his usual amount of love. 

Surprisingly, there wasn't any sense of hidden coldness in his eyes, making it seem like Nimo was his 

usual self... 

"Well, I guess it's time to feast again." Felix's asscheeks tightened as he observed the insane amount of 

roes he gathered. 

"Make sure to leave at least 70% untouched." Lady Sphinx advised, "You are eating them uncooked, so 

you aren't getting everything from them. Wait until we return and find a recipe for them." 

"I understand." Felix was already planning on doing this since he knew that if ate everything here, he 

would most definitely build in complete immunity to their benefits. 

EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!! 

Abruptly, a sharp high pitched sonic boom blasted through the surface of the ocean, creating 

humongous waves that crashed into the cliffs. 

"They noticed it pretty quickly." 



Felix was relieved that he pulled out earlier as he could see that the school of behemoths had utterly 

lost their sh*t after finding out about the missing roes. 

EEEEE!! EEEEE!! 

'I guess I am continuing my journey through the surface.' 

Although the Dawn Behemoths began rampaging around the abyss, trying their best to find the culprit, 

Felix ignored them and started devouring the roes. 

*** 

Ten Hours Later... 

Felix could be seen gliding through the surface of the ocean with a carefree expression while having 

Nimo sitting on top of his shoulder. 

In those ten hours, he took multiple dives into the depth of the ocean. Unfortunately, he merely found a 

couple of low-graded natural treasures that were worth nothing to him. 

Instead of wasting his time hoping to get lucky again with another jackpot, Felix decided to prioritize 

reaching the Cold Lone Island Tribe. 

After all, they were the masters of this area and he could ask them for directions to such treasures if 

they knew about them. 

"That must be it." Felix commentated after his eyes came across a single small island with a tropical 

jungle and crystal-clean beaches. 

The moment he got somewhat near it, a gigantic reverse wave rose in front of him, forcing him to halt. 

Then, a featureless female face appeared on the wave and spoke with a kind tone, "Welcome to 

The  Cold Lone Island Tribe, Sir Felix. We have been awaiting your arrival." 

"Much appreciated Chieftess Moana." Felix bowed his head respectfully. 

"Please Follow me."  

The wave began moving backward in direction of the island and Felix followed it closely. 

When they reached the beach, the wave turned into a curvy female made out of the water, resembling 

Miss Monaka greatly. 

"We have already prepared your lodging, I hope you like it." Chieftess Moana stated. 

"I am grateful, but you don't have to try so hard, I am fine with anything." Felix smiled back, knowing 

that the tribe was treating him this well because of his previous trades with them. 

Since he knew that he was going to be needing their chieftess' help, he wasn't stingy at all in those 

trades as he always made them feel close to him. 

Now, it was finally time for the payoff! 

"It's the outsider!" 



"He finally arrived!" 

"It's the generous benefactor!" 

As Felix anticipated, his reputation precedes him as the moment he entered the tropical jungle, he was 

welcomed by an army of elated and happy young Elementals. 

Some were in their ghost form and some took their real shapes...Unlike the Northern Forest, most of the 

Elementals here were based on the marine world. 

They were standing before a wooden open gate that was leading to a tropical village. 

It was a small community of homes, surrounded by lush vegetation and a vibrant natural environment. 

The air was warm and humid, giving Felix a refreshing feeling. 

The landscape was dominated by tall palm trees, fruit trees, and a variety of colorful flowers. 

The houses were built using local materials such as wood, bamboo, and thatch...They were featuring 

open windows and verandas to allow for ventilation and to take advantage of any cooling breezes even 

though those Elementals clearly had no use for them. 

"Alright, stop blocking the way, let him pass through." Chieftess Moana shooed them away with 

harmless water splashes, making them scatter while giggling playfully. 

As Felix stepped deeper inside the village, the mature Elementals began to appear more often...All of 

them respected his distance and merely bowed in his direction as a greeting. 

In a short while, Felix reached the edge of the tribe and was led by Chiefess Moana to his lodging, which 

was a humble tropical hut. 

"How many Elementals live here?" Felix asked after noticing that not many Elementals were around 

compared to the Emerland Glen Village. 

"On surface tribe, a couple dozens or less." Chieftess Moana anwsered, "The majority of our people live 

in another tribe under the island...You are welcome to pay us a visit down there anytime." 

"Much appreciated." 

Felix already knew about the duality of the Cold Lone Island Tribe as he was told about it by Chief 

Cloveris. 

Most marine Elementals were born underwater. But, there were many islands like this one, which had 

awakened its consciousness and claimed the territory for itself. 

Chieftess Moana was this island's consciousness, enabling her to control water, earth, sand, and nature 

elements due to her situation. 

Since her territory was expanded freely to thousands of kilometers around the island, this meant that 

everything awakening in it were her followers. 

"By the way, I am able to breathe underwater just fine." Felix informed, "So, I will most likely spend my 

time underwater to train my water manipulation." 



"Oh, Chief Cloveris has told me about your manipulations." Chieftess Moana smiled, "You don't have to 

ask me, I will gladly help you train." 

"Thank you so much, you have no idea how much it means to me." 

Felix felt his heart get put at ease immediately at the sound of that. 

"Don't mention it." Chieftess Moana said one last time, "I will get going now, if you need me, just call my 

name out loud." 

"Will do." 

After she left, Felix entered his tropical hut and sat on the bed that was made out of curated palm tree 

leaves. 

He looked outside of the window at the breathtaking scenery of the peaceful ocean and the sun nearing 

the horizon, taking a rest for the day. 

A smile broke out on its own as he thought to himself, 'I have a feeling my stay here will be good.' 

 


